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PREFIX:  A group of letters joined to the beginning of an existing word. 
                 A prefix has a meaning of its own, and it changes the meaning of the existing word. 
PREFIX MEANING EXAMPLE  PREFIX MEANING EXAMPLE 
dis apart, not disagree  con with consolidate 
ex out of export  counter against counterclockwise 
in not incorrect  de from, down decelerate 
im not impossible  inter between intercontinental 
mid in the middle midway  intra within intrastate 
mis wrong mislead  mono one monorail 
post after postmark  sub under substitute 
pre before preview  tele distant telescope 
re again, back recall  trans across transatlantic 
un not uncertain  ultra beyond ultralight 

 

SUFFIX:  A group of letters added to the end of an existing word. 
                 A suffix has a meaning of its own, and it changes the meaning of the existing word. 
SUFFIX MEANING EXAMPLE  PREFIX MEANING EXAMPLE 
able capable of being reachable  age action or process coverage 
ible capable of being illegible  al of, like personal 
ance act of disturbance  ate of or having to do with regulate 
ence state of being difference  er more or one who does carrier 
ful full of careful  ial relating to commercial 
ic having to do with heroic  ity state authority 
ish like, tending toward childish  ment act or state of shipment 
ism state or quality of realism  tion the act, process, or state of distribution 
ive of or having to do with active  ure act of, process of procedure 
ly in the manner of slowly     
ous full of famous or ous full of tremendous 

 

ROOT:  Refers to its core or base meaning and is the basis of an entire family of words. 
              Knowing the root word can help you discover the meaning of a word.. 
PREFIX MEANING EXAMPLE  PREFIX MEANING EXAMPLE 
aud hear audible  graph instrument that 

writes or describes 
telegraph 

auto self autograph  gress step progress 
bio life biography  phono sound phonograph 
cept take intercept  rupt break rupture 
chrono time synchronize  tort twist distort 
electro electric electromagnetic     

 


